
Product/Topic Synopsis

237 6-Apr-13 Agri farm No.4
Kids were trying to make new products that use agricultural products. At last they make
vegetables cookies. KId charenge to sell the new products at the "Kururuno-mori" in
Kuriyama town.

238 13-Apr-13 Dairy helper

Kids learn about "Daily helper" . Dairy farmers always busy because they must work to
produce Milk. But after system of "helper"  dairy farmers can get the day off. This
episode also shows "Easy Tiramisu" which is kinda of sweets. This sweets is made by
wommen of dialy formers.

239 20-Apr-13 Turnip

Introducing the Turnip which called "top batter" of spring vegetables. Kids challenge
quiz about Turnip. This episode shows also dish of Turnip that be able to make simple
way.

240 27-Apr-13

Upland Crop
rotation in
Tokachi

Kids learn about Upland of Tokachi especially so called crop rotation. Crop rotation is
the system to produce the agricultural products efficiently. Kids also taste pancakes that
is made in Tokachi.

241 4-May-13
Rice farming
series No.1

From early spring until the fall harvest, Kids learn the  farm work of rice. This episode
is first of this series. At first Kids watch the "Medasi" which means the operation before
rice planting.  This episode shows "Torimeshi Nakamura" that is traditional chicken rice
of the area.

242 11-May-13
Manners of
Japanese

 Kids learn the food culture of Japan through the manners of the Japanese with their
mother. How to use chopsticks etc. And they also get to know the importance of "local
production for local consumption".  And they taste dishes in a lot of "seasonal
vegetables of Hokkaido"

243 18-May-13

Direct sale
place of

vegetables

Introducing the "Toreno-Satot" farm stand which is born  in Ishikari town next to
Sappro.And also introducing latest Distribution system that connect  connecting
producers and consumers.

244 25-May-13
Garden of

citizen No.1

 Kids challenge to produce vegetables at the garden of citizen with their parents. Garden
of citizen are located near the big city like Sapporo and nowadays  it get popularity
among people living in city. They start form "soil making".

245 1-Jun-13 Glutinous rice
Glutinous rice is a material of "Mocha" which is very usual food in Japan.Kids
challenge the quiz about glutinous rice.Kid also visit formers of Glutinous rice.

246 8-Jun-13
Garden of

citizen No.2
Series of challenge to grow vegetables in garden of citzen parent and child.Intoroducing
a plastic heat insulation for the soil and ridge.

247 15-Jun-13
Rice farming
series No2

From early spring until the fall harvest, Kids learn the  farm work of rice. This episode
is second of this series. Kids challenge to plant paddy seedlings.
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248 22-Jun-13 black soybean
Introducing black soybean. The close contact with the seeding work that has been
mechanized. Kids challenge to plant seeds of black soybean by themself. Also taste the
rice with black soybean.

249 29-Jun-13 JA College
Introducing school for JA staff of Hokkaido. It is called JA College.JA is the biggest
Organization of Japan Agriculture. What they learn in this school? Lecture of JA
College is very unique .

250 6-Jul-13
Regional
branding

The introduction of working in cooperation of agriculture and industry. Kids learn the
way of regional branding.Kids taste baked donut using flour of Tobetsu production.

251 13-Jul-13 Tomato
The introduction of the excellent production center of  tomato in Biratori town.Kids visit
tomato juice factry and learn how the tomato juice is made Kids also make a
Daifukumochi using the tomatoes!

252 20-Jul-13

Job
performance of
female farmers

This episode shows the job  of women in  farmers house. They help farm work and
besides that to take care of the family.Introduces the way of working of women as the
"unsung hero".

253 27-Jul-13

Upland ②
mechanized
farming of
Tokachi

Introducing a tractor BANBA, which was held in Sarabetsu village. One of year series
plan. Kids learn the field crops of Tokachi district. Tokaci is one of biggest agricultural
area and Kids learn the importance of mechanized farming

254 3-Aug-13 Raiden-meron
Kids  experience the harvest of melons. Introduces the field of Fruit latest ranking, such
as sugar content, and explore the secret to protect the brand Leiden.Riden Brand of this
region  is famous for watermelon.

255 17-Aug-13 Allotment ③
The harvest series final episode. Cucumber that Kids's parents and children challenge to
makes in the allotment gardens. And they  enjoy the special soup and pizza which I
made with vegetables that you harvest.

256 24-Aug-13
Rice farming

series ③

School opened for the third time . Rice field series to learn about rice growing until fall
harvest from farm work of early spring! Farmer predict the harvest date of the rice in the
integrated value of the average temperature. Kids enjoy the summer vegetable curry
Bibai.

257 31-Aug-13

series of dairy
summer

vacation 1.

Kids enjoy summer vacation at pasture.Introducing dairy pasture plant the seeds of new
grass and digging up .It is called  "grass update". In addition, the introduction of cattle
feeding center.

258 7-Sep-13

series of dairy
summer

vacation 2.

Kids  learn "north Nemuro lunch Way". And Kids get real experience that feel the
vastness by walking the pasture, which is deployed in Nakashibetsu
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259 14-Sep-13 Prune
Introduce economic development projects  by the plum. Sarabetsu agricultural high
school tries this project. High school students also challenge  to deal with plum
processed products.

260 21-Sep-13
Organically

grown onions

Introducing the onions organic farming made   in production center that is the nation's
leading. Kids challenge to work to take the weeds by hand. Kids also taste the cuisine
with a lot of onions and onion pancake.

261 5-Oct-13
Rice farming

series ④
KIds experience the harvest of rice.Kids cared the rice field from early spring  until the
harvest of fall. Kids  must study  "harvesting stage research".

262 12-Oct-13 Green Tourism
In Japan, many urban people visit to farmers house to experience aguriculture. I is
called  "green tourism". Tokyo high school students experience the harvest of pumpkin
and onions as part of a school trip.

263 19-Oct-13 Aronia
Introducing small fruit which is included a lot is to be good to the eye "anthocyanin", the
aronia. It is rarity suites fruit of a strange taste.
Kids try it and experience very sour !

264 26-Oct-13

Kyu-rin that
came new
variety,

The introducing non-glutinous rice varieties, which debuted this year, the "Kyu-rin" .  It
is possible to significantly reduce pesticide spraying .The secret of the birth of this new
species and good taste.

265 2-Nov-13

Upland ③
beans work of

Tokachi

This eisode shows about the beans that are essential to agriculture crop rotation of
Tokachi.KIds experience the hand-cutting  pile of red beans. There are various kinds of
beans. Kids taste the exquisite cuisine of beans farmers bean field.

266 9-Nov-13

Land
improvement

business

Kids learn about the land improvement operations.The construction and improvement of
land subsequent. How Shinshinotsu village reborn to agricultural zone from peatland

267 16-Nov-13
Hokkaido rice

relief net

Kids learn a mechanism to guarantee the safety and security of Hokkaido rice. It is
called  "Hokkaido rice relief net". Kids became to know the mechanism to guarantee the
quality of Hokkaido rice, such as DNA analysis or pesticide residue survey.

268 23-Nov-13 Recyckling
Potato starch is making  a thriving Koshimizu-cho.Farmers make  efforts of recycling
agriculture. Such as make fertilizer and cattle feed by using the waste generated from
the starch plant.

269 30-Nov-13 New farming
The coverage Mukawa-cho. This town ensure new farmers every year.
Japanese  government  and JA cares private life and create a new farmers.It is called
"Mukawa system"
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270 7-Dec-13 Sugar beet
Kids learn importance of "sugar beet".   This episode covers  the sugar factory that
produces sugar from sugar beet. In addition, Kids challenge to make Suites which made
with sugar that can be from sugar beet.

271 14-Dec-13

Efforts of
agricultural high

school

The coverage Kutchan agricultural high school. Only, and adhesion also on the scene to
produce a marbled beef in agricultural high school in Hokkaido and food development
with potato specialty. Local production for local consumption lunch to make with
agricultural and livestock products that are produced in high school tasting.

272 21-Dec-13
Shiitake

mushroom
Introducing the raw wood shiitake cultivation. Kids are surprised by cultivation method
of shiitake.

273 28-Dec-13

The end of the
year special

program

Special Program that look back one year 2013.The program shows the beef steak. And
this  episode shows traditional Japanese NEW YEARS DISHES, that is called OSECHI
COOKING in Japanese by female farmers!
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